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Education
Bachelors of Art in English, 
     creative writing emphasis

 minors in Journalism and Spanish
  Western Michigan University

 
 
 
Awards
Entertainment Reporter of the Year 
          Western Herald, 2008
 Young Writers Workshop Scholarship
          University of Virginia, 2004
 

Workshops
Controlled Burn Fiction Workshop 
   Kirkland Community College
Young Writers Workshop  
   University of Virginia
Fiction Workshop  
   Western Michigan University
Playwriting workshop 
   Western Michigan University
Poetry Workshop  
  Western Michigan University
Poetry Workshop  
   Kalamazoo College
New Play Project 
   Western Michigan University

Productions
 
2010
eLLe The L Word Continued, September
eLLe The L Word Continued reading,
           November
eLLe Everything has an End, December
 
2011
eLLe Everything has an End reading, February
eLLe Episode 3/Pulse Organic, March
Voices Breadcrumbs:Journey to Authenticity
         reading, April
eLLe Going the Distance, July
eLLe Going the Distance reading, October
eLLe You’ve Made Your Bed, December
 
2012
eLLe Shift, June
Voices Breadcrumbs: Journey to Authenticity,
         June 
 
 

Published Works
 
 
Allergies, Ambiance Literary Magazine
Horizontal Ups and Downs, My Sisters’ Voices, 
edited by Iris Jacobs
Inking a new market, Western Herald
‘Sweeney Todd’ review: Gruesome tale fails to 
leave audience on edge of seats, 
Western Herald
‘Ain’t Misbehavin’’ gave Idol-worthy 
performance, Western Herald
‘Anarchists’ depicts turbulent times that led 
to President McKinley’s Death, Grand Rapids 
Press, Muskegon Chronicle, 
Kalamazoo Gazette
Paramore left us wanting … well, more, 
Paragone Life Blog
Slipping, All Poetry is Prayer Anthology
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Professional experience
 
Theater Consultant – Fire Historical and Cultural Arts Collaborative, Kalamazoo, MI 

2011 - present
Guide planning and creation of theater experiences for youth and adults. Encourage 
transforming community spaces into stages. Assist in folding social justice into creative 
process and final project. Teach youth writing techniques for producing staged literary projects. 
Coach performance and directing skills. 
 

Special Productions: 
 
“Romantic Violence,” an exploration of homophobia and domestic violence in high 
school, and preventative education to end romantic violence. 

Demonstrated research techniques and guided students in writing personal 
stories of romantic violence or retelling the stories of others. 

 
“Updating the Profile,” racism as told through poetry and news stories.

Led workshops in writing poetry about culture and race. Encouraged cultural 
education as a value of artistic development. Instructed youth on oral story 
collection and capturing voice and personality.

 
“Fashion Violence,” addressing bullying spurred by classism; pressures of spending 
culture; how fashion correlates with self esteem, body health and animal abuse.

Assisted students in expressing opposing views through skits, poetry and 
audio/visual design. 
 

“For Sale,” sex trafficking in the United States.
Promoted accuracy of research and providing citations. Worked with students 
on presenting sensitive scenarios with artistic and literary integrity. Explored 
rewriting news reports as creative non-fiction.

 
Director – contracted through Black Arts and Cultural Center, Kalamazoo, MI 2011

Directed theater production “Breadcrumbs: Journey to Authenticity,” based on interviews of 
lesbian, gay and bisexual people of color. Designed show set. Wrote press release for public 
performance. Guided actors in dissecting script and evaluating characters. Acted as press 
contact for media interviews and coverage.
 

 
Executive Director Apprentice – Fire Historical and Cultural Arts Collaborative, 

Kalamazoo, MI 2011-12
Wrote press releases promoting visiting artists, exhibits, and programming. Updated 
website. Responded to media, acting as spokesperson for new projects. Researched grant 
opportunities. Assisted in grant writing. Evaluated programming fulfilling grant initiatives. 
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Assisted with editing and publishing “what’s to be done with beauty” by Lois Edstrom through 
Creative Justice Press.
 

Special projects
 

Voices - Creating a collection of stories and oral testimonies of lesbian, bisexual, 
gay, queer, transgender and gender-nonconforming people living in Kalamazoo. 
Testimonies to be edited and compiled into a theater piece. Stories also to be archived 
on the web which those interested in local queer history and literature could then 
access. Led college intern in creating structure, materials and beginning project 
promotion and  audio-and visual-data collection.
 
Reader’s Theater - Assisted Youth Opportunities Unlimited students in youth-led 
creative justice through dramatic performance and writing. Guided Calling All Youth 
participants working under Advocacy Services for Kids in writing a theater piece 
addressing mental illness stigma. Led youth in workshops, including researching 
mental illness, sharing personal experiences, translating experience and research onto 
the page and presenting literature in a dramatic performance. 
 
Lyrical Composition - Co-led junior high students in rhythmic writing for poetry, hip-
hop and soul addressing “the hood” and education. Exposed youth to various writers. 
Demonstrated and practiced peer editing. Helped youth write, record and design 
album covers.

 
Writer, Performer - contracted through World Aids Day by Planned Parenthood, 

Battle Creek, MI 2011
Wrote prose reflecting on AIDS in the lesbian minority community. Performed prose at World 
Aids Day event.
 

Writer – contracted through Fire Historical and Cultural Arts Collaborative, 
Kalamazoo, MI 2011

Interviewed prominent black female lesbian community activist for research. Transcribed 
interviews of lesbian, gay and bisexual people of color compiled by activist. Edited interviews 
to create theater piece weaving experiences and themes present in each character. Cast, 
directed and acted in production.

 
 
Performance Artist, Coordinator – contracted through Education for the Arts, 

Kalamazoo, MI 2011
Wrote poems for elementary school audience about dance, writing and American history. 
Hired performing artists to create show blending spoken word and dance.

 
Copy Editor, Page Designer – Booth Newspapers, Grand Rapids, MI 2009-11
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Searched newswire for stories relevant to Michigan readers and national trends. Utilized 
time management to design and edit daily news pages for The Muskegon Chronicle, 
The Grand Rapids Press and The Kalamazoo Gazette, and six weekly small-town 
papers and five special publications. Approved stories for publication after fact checking 
material. Researched story subjects. Communicated with writers. Reviewed Michigan 
writer John Smolen’s The Anarchist.

 
Writing Tutor – Kalamazoo Parks and Recreation, Kalamazoo, MI 2008

Created interactive opportunities for elementary kids to produce multi-media art involving 
poetry, story and toys. Monitored reading time. Taught rhyme and poetry form.
 

Writing Coach – The Writing Center, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI 2008
Advised undergraduate students on essays, resumes and personal statements. Led peer 
editing and discussion groups for first-year English students. Attended workshops on assisting 
in writing and editing techniques.

 
Entertainment Reporter, Copy Editor – Western Herald, Western Michigan University,

Kalamazoo, MI 2007-8
Researched story opportunities. Built community contacts. Attended cultural, artistic and 
political events. Wrote stories for deadline. Served on editorial board. Edited copy and 
designed daily news pages.
 

Special Stories
“Inking a new Market,” Local evidence on increasing commonality of body art and its 
effect on those entering the job market.
 
“‘Idols’ recreate music of 1930s Harlem with ‘Ain’t Misbehavin’,’” Interviews with 
former ‘American Idol’ competitors starring in “Ain’t Misbehavin’” tour.
 
“Happy Anniversary, Western Herald,” Historical summary of student paper’s influence 
on Western Michigan University from its start to present, including important alum, 
visitors and production changes.

 

 
Additional Relevant Experience
 
Blog manager, tuesdaysaturday - Detroit, MI, foodie blog, August 2012 - Present

Co-manage blog at tuesdaysaturday.wordpress.com, including frequenting local 
eateries and events, tracking trends, updating corresponding facebook and twitter 
pages, writing  and publishing stories and offering marketing strategies. This is in 
addition to being a contributing writer to paragonlifeblog.com.

 
Producer, eLLe - Kalamazoo, MI, theater project, May 2010 – Present
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Write, cast, co-direct, and advertise continuous live and recorded productions of a drama/
comedy series touching on issues generated by audience feedback and a team of idea 
specialists, including sex, runaways, HIV/AIDS, family, love, sexual violence, transitioning 
and self-acceptance. Influence play structure by forming writing groups, pooling community 
feedback and workshopping script on its feet with actors.


